Auditory Steady-State Responses Across Chirp Repetition Rates For Ear-EEG And Scalp EEG.
Measurement of auditory steady-state responses (ASSR) using ear-EEG potentially enables objective audiometry out of the clinic in the everyday life of hearing aid users. As ear-EEG are measured from electrodes placed within the ear, electrode distances are inherently small and consequently the potential differences, and thereby signal amplitudes, are also small. Because the detection of the ASSR is based on the signalto-noise ratio (SNR), it is of fundamental interest to know the inherent SNR of the ASSR as a function of the stimulus repetition rate. In this study, ASSRs were recorded using both scalp and ear-EEG in response to broadband chirp stimuli with repetition rates from 20 to 95 Hz. The results showed that in general ear-EEG and scalp EEG SNR was on par across repetition rates; an exception to this was at rates around 40 Hz where the SNR was significantly lower for ear-EEG as compared to scalp EEG. For ear-EEG, the ASSR was relatively constant across repetition rates, whereas the noise showed a 1/f characteristic. In consequence, there was a tendency to increased SNR as a function of repetition rate. This suggests that use of relatively high repetition rates may be beneficial in earEEG applications.